The Transportation Commission (TC) Workshops were combined with the regular meeting and were held on
Thursday, April 16, 2020. The workshops and regular meeting were held remotely in an abundance of caution
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Documents are posted at https://www.codot.gov/about/transportation-commission/meeting-agenda.html no
less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The documents are considered to be in draft form and for information
only until final action is taken by the Transportation Commission.

Transportation Commission Workshops
Thursday, April 16, 2020
9:00 am to 10:00 am
Attendance: Nine Commissioners were present: Bill Thiebaut, Kathleen Bracke, Irv Halter, Barbara Vasquez,
Kathleen Bracke, Karen Stuart, Donald Stanton, Gary Beedy, Sidny Zink, Kathy Hall were present with
Commissioners Eula Adams and Shannon Gifford excused.

Budget Workshop - Budget Implications of COVID-19. Legislature Actions, SB 267 COPs, (Jeff
Sudmeier)
Budget Implications of COVID-19 (Director Lew)
Purpose: To provide a briefing to the Commission on the anticipated impacts of COVID-19 on the State’s
transportation budget.
Overview:
 Executive Director Lew noted that following the hard work to identify priority projects to be delivered
with an increase of funding, CDOT now will have to consider how to do the opposite and figure out
which projects may not move forward.
o The Colorado Office of State Planning and Budget (OSPB) projections include General Fund
shortfalls statewide for FY20 and FY21 of $3.2 Billion, another $2.5 Billion in FY22 and $1 Billion
in FY23.
o Certificates of Participation (COPs) for year 2 of the SB267 program not to be issued until midMay, pending further direction from the JBC. Funding is uncertain even for some projects
already in procurement processes.
o $50 million loss in Highway Users Tax Fund (HUTF) for Colorado is projected, but it could be
higher.
o Historic records show that transportation funding has dried up during periods of recession.
o Many programs are limited in what can be cut; the bulk of budget cuts would need to be made
on construction projects.
o Two options proposed: 1) Cut base programs to minimally meet federally mandated targets
(e.g., surface treatment); 2) Focus on major capital projects and cut those that have not yet
been awarded; multi-year projects already underway would likely be held harmless.
o Staff recommends the latter, assuming Year 2 COPs are issued, and spreading those cuts across
the state and preserve as much of rural paving projects as possible.
o Ready-to-go projects are more effective in saving jobs and supporting businesses; CDOT has $2.5
Billion of shovel ready projects currently.
o If Year 2 COPs are not issued, CDOT would have to cut asset management programs to fund
those already awarded SB267 projects that depend on Year 2 funds.
o Solvency of our statewide and transportation budgets will depend on Federal stimulus
programs.
o Staff recommend stalling further bid openings and advertisements, continue to advertise and
award this year’s base program projects paid with Title 23 funds, and to consider further
program reductions once funding levels are better clarified.

o

Commissioner Bracke has been asked to serve on Governor’s new Economic Stabilization and
Growth Council, and will keep the TC updated.

Discussion:
 Commissioner Thiebaut has reviewed the Joint Budget Committee’s (JBC’s) plan of action, which
includes an expectation for guidance from the federal government on expected revenues, guidance
from OSPB on the state’s expected revenues, and from Legislative Council to provide a complete picture
of the whole revenue scenario for Colorado.
 Commissioner Thiebaut noted that the TC has made several resolutions since 2017 that should provide
some guidance on the intent of the Commission regarding what projects are priority among those
approved in November’s four-year infrastructure package. Some examples include projects
provisionally approved such as I-25 segment 7 & 8 project. He recommends we review what we have
done in the past and consider if we keep with those priorities identified previously or change those
going forward. Until we know more about our actual revenue situation, we cannot likely take action
today.
 Commissioner Stuart expressed her concern that the Colorado Engineering Consultants is not
represented on the Governor’s Economic Stabilization and Growth Council.
 Executive Director Lew explained that she is in touch with them and will consider whether there are
gaps in the representation on the Council.
 Commissioner Stanton asked if there is a way to break the Hwy 17 and US 50a projects in two or reduce
the scope on them to enable those employers to get things moving, and is this could be done legally.
 Executive Director Lew responded that there is not a perfect solution, but we are looking at all options.
 Steve Harelson, the CDOT Chief Engineer noted that CDOT can incrementally encumber projects, as we
have done before.
 Herman Stockinger, CDOT Deputy Executive Director explained that this particular project is funded as
much by surface treatment funding, which can allow us flexibility in incrementally funding it and save a
construction season.
 Executive Director Lew noted that the various projects out to bid are in differing stages, some with days
remaining others with weeks. We could consider asking whether the contractors involved are willing to
extend the period of the bid.
 Commissioner Thiebaut asked what would happen if the Year 2 COPs are issued, but the legislature uses
their funds to fill other gaps in the state’s budget.
 Executive Director Lew responded that this use of COPs would require a change in state laws by the
legislature. It is possible they could redirect the bond premiums but not the base $500 million, or not
issue the full $500 million.
 Commissioner Bracke commended the staff to preparing this very informative overview of information
and considerations that will greatly help the TC make some tough decisions but to do so in a way that
maximizes the economic benefits. She appreciates the opportunity to represent the Commission on the
Governor’s Council.
 Commissioner Halter likes the overall approach staff is proposing. He asked Executive Director Lew if
there is anything staff needs as an approval from the Commission today.
 Commissioner Thiebaut noted that we can ask whether we need to take action today, but that he is not
feeling that we know enough now to make any decisions. But the TC needs to make decisions as quickly
as we can, when we can, and we need a plan of action.
 Executive Director Lew explained that she does not think it is appropriate to take any action today.
There are immediate and longer-term actions CDOT will have to take, however. The most immediate
action is to decide what to do about those projects that are out to bid that depend on Year 2 COPs.
Until we know more, there is not a lot we can decide upon, and we cannot expect to know more about
the federal funding situation for a few weeks. In the meantime, we will do all we can to extend bid
openings and minimize risks where we can.
 Commissioner Beady believes we need to keep the condition of the existing system as our top priority.
In the meantime, we do need to hold any other openings.
 Executive Director Lew noted that CDOT will move forward with bids on base asset management
programs that do not depend on SB267 funding, if the Commission agrees.

















Commissioner Thiebaut asked whether the briefing scheduled the following Tuesday is a posted briefing.
Herman Stockinger noted that it can be held as a regular meeting and we may also have another issue
that would require a TC executive session. It would have to be held electronically and we are inquiring
as to how we can hold that as both a regular meeting and an executive session if needed.
Commissioner Thiebaut mentioned that he wants to be sure that we have and will appropriately reach
out to the public for their input on these topics.
Commissioner Zink asked if we couldn’t at least give our general support to staff on their approach
without it being a formal motion.
Jeff Sudmeier, CDOT Chief Financial Officer, explained that there is nothing we have presented that
changes anything the TC has decided. It only presents that we would be implementing bids on a
different timeline than previously planned.
Executive Director Lew advised that we should come together to consider those projects with open bids
at next Tuesday’s meeting but before the required 30-day limit is met.
Steve Harelson responded that staff will look into those projects as to determine whether those limits
will be met before then.
Executive Director Lew noted that from today’s discussion, we are interpreting that the Commission
agrees with staff’s plan to continue with the base programs.
Tony Milo, the Colorado Contractors Association Executive Director, noted that first, we need to do all
we can together to get the Year 2 COPs issued - they should have been issued already – based on the
fact we have commitments made already that depend on those funds. The Department needs also to
take very seriously that those firms with winning bids have already made commitments to their subcontractors, including local and minority companies. There may not be a legal commitment, but there
certainly is an ethical commitment. The Department and TC need also to take very careful consideration
what continuing base program advertisements looks like when you’re simultaneously considering a hold
on other commitments under SB267. He feels it may serve everyone well to pause on all of them for
now, because the public may not understand the color-of-money issue.
Commissioner Zink reiterated the point Tony made –that the public may not understand the nature of
the different streams of funding (Title 23), but regardless, we shouldn’t hold things up.
Executive Director Lew commented that while it might look better to stop the whole program, it would
not be better for the economy. She proposes moving ahead while providing facts regarding the
certainty of some funds relative to others to show those distinctions.
Tom Peterson, Colorado Asphalt Pavement Association Executive Director, noted that the anecdotes
presented on the impacts on those two contractors if these projects don’t move ahead also applies to
the other three contractors not mentioned, namely A&S Construction in Canon City, United
Construction in Grand Junction and Elam Construction. The economic impact to these could be dire.
For those firms looking at the rural paving projects, they consider them their cornerstone projects for
the coming year, and the impact is equally great if they don’t move forward or are reduced.
Commissioner Stanton stressed the need to consider the moral, ethical and visual impact on the
recovery of our economy regarding those rural projects.

FY 2020 9th Budget Amendment
Purpose: To review the ninth amendment to the FY 2019-20 Annual Budget in accordance with Policy Directive
(PD) 703.0.
Action: The Division of Accounting and Finance (DAF) is requesting Transportation Commission (TC) review and
approval of the ninth amendment to the FY 2019-20 Annual Budget. The ninth amendment includes two
items requiring TC approval, (1) resulting in the reallocation of $4.7 million to Snow and Ice
Control and (2) a $1.0 million set aside for potential COVID-19 related expenses.
Discussion:



John Lorme, CDOT Division of Maintenance and Operations Director brought to the TC’s attention that
while the city areas are seeing warmer weather, the mountains are still seeing a lot of snow and ice, and
getting those mountain passes that close for winter months back open will require a large amount of
resources still.

FY20 Maintenance Contingency Request
Purpose: The Division of Maintenance and Operations (DMO) is requesting $4,681,100 from the Transportation
Commission Maintenance Contingency Reserve.
Action: Approval of the requested funds.
Discussion:



No substantial comments from the TC members were raised.

Tenth Budget Supplement - FY 2019-2020 - SB-267 Project Funding Changes
Requests presented reflected the reallocation of Senate Bill (SB) 17-267 funding between
projects based on updated cost estimates or bid amounts. See TC Packet pages 9-12 for more details.
Discussion:




Commissioner Hall expressed appreciation for the transparency provided by how this was presented.
Commissioner Beady pointed out that Region 4’s project 20518 is SH59, not SH50.

Statewide Plan Committee (Rebecca White)
Statewide Transportation Plan (SWP) Committee Members: Commissioners Stuart (Chair), Gifford, Zink,
Stanton, Bracke, and the STAC Chair, Vince Rogalski.
Attendees: Nine Commissioners were present with Commissioners Adams and Gifford excused.
Purpose: The Division of Transportation Development is excited to share with the Transportation Commission
the draft overview of the 2045 Statewide Transportation Plan. Plan overview presented by Marissa Gaughan.
Action Requested: Discussion only.
Background
Over the last year, staff has sought input from the Transportation Commission’s Statewide Plan
Committee to inform the development of the 2045 Statewide Transportation Plan. This month, staff
provided Transportation Commissioners with an overview of each section of the document.
Details
The draft 2045 Statewide Transportation Plan document is the culmination of the Department’s planning
efforts that have spanned over a year and was dedicated towards engaging the public, local elected
officials, and key stakeholders to identify and articulate the future of Colorado’s multi-modal
transportation system.

This planning effort yielded 10 rural Regional Transportation Plans that set vision for the transportation
system at a regional level. Moreover, another key product to come out of these efforts is the 10-Year
Strategic Pipeline of Projects. The department now has an articulated 10-year vision for infrastructure
investment that will lead the way in all future project selection and evaluation conversation.
The draft 2045 Statewide Transportation Plan meets all state and federal planning requirements and is
composed of the following sections:
1. Executive Director and Commission Letters - Welcome to Your Transportation Plan, key
insights and messages, and brief discussion of process and purpose.
2. Introduction - Brief explanation of contents of plan, process, and emphasis of performancebased plan.
3. Public and Stakeholder Involvement - Discussion of the input process and key input from public
and stakeholders.
4. Vision, Goals, Objectives Framework - How CDOT merged Executive Director goals, Governor’s
Priorities, PD-14, and three goal areas with objectives.
5. Mobility, Safety, and Asset Management - The Colorado Transportation Story, growth is driving
needs in all areas/modes, and many plans integrated as part of SWP.
6. Performance Measures - The SWP is performance based, PD-14 drives performance at CDOT,
and CDOT has reporting tools.
7. MPO, TPR, and Tribal Planning Integration - Plans integrated/rolled-up; serve as a means for
regional input, needs identification, and project planning to achieve the three goal areas; and
tribal coordination.
8. Corridor Visions/Profiles and Project Pipeline - Story of how the Corridor Visions were updated
and project pipeline formed to meet the needs identified, summary information on corridor
visions and pipeline linked to appendix, and link to performance measures and TC criteria.
9. CDOT’s Investment Strategy - High level story of how CDOT will make/guide investments to
achieve goals and objectives and implement the pipeline and discussion of available funding.
10. Environmental Consultation - How CDOT will address/mitigate for key environmental impacts
caused by implementing this plan and projects (high level based on key procedures).
11. Environmental Justice - How CDOT addresses Federal Executive Order on Environmental Justice
in connection with the SWP.
12. Public Health - How Public Health is being considered in the 2045 Statewide Plan.
13. Land Use Coordination - How CDOT is meeting requirements on land use coordination with some
key examples.
14. Implementing the Plan - What steps CDOT will take to implement the plan (e.g. connection to
STIP) and further initiatives related to the plan and the process for update.
Discussion:





Executive Director Lew commended the extraordinary work that is gone into this plan and how
important it is we have this plan at this challenging time, not just during prosperous times.
Commissioner Bracke commended the great work put into this plan. It is important we have this now as
a foundation of our plans moving forward in light of the economic changes that are happening. It
provides us a crucial lesson with respect to the importance of transportation to public health and its
critical role in responding to health crises such as we have today. How we travel in the future may not
be as it is today, especially as we see how tele working is so important during this public health crisis.
Commissioner Stuart acknowledged Rebecca White, CDOT Division of Transportation Development
Direct, and Tim Kirby, CDOT Multimodal Planning Branch Manager, for their hard work on the plan. She
also wanted to share a Commissioner Stanton comment regarding the importance of safety in the plan
and note that the committee had looked at those sections on page 10 including Mobility, Safety, and
Asset Management. Commissioners are encouraged to look at those sections and let staff know if they
have additional comments.




Commissioner Bracke wanted to stress importance of sharing these plans with the MPOs and TPRs as we
prepare for their adoption.
Rebecca White explained that CDOT staff is offering TC and STAC opportunity to review, then will ask
the TC to release the plan for public comment period in May. In the meantime, we will be offering
similar overview presentations to all the Transportation Planning Regions (TPRs) and Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs). Assuming there are no major surprises or substantial comments, we
will bring the plan to you in June to consider final adoption.

Transportation Commission Regular Meeting
Thursday, April 16, 2020, 10:00 am – 11:10 am
Call to Order, Roll Call:
Nine of the 11 Commissioners were present: Bill Thiebaut, Sidney Zink, Irv Halter, Gary Beedy, Kathleen Bracke,
Barbara Vasquez, Donald Stanton, Kathy Hall, and Karen Stuart. Commissioners Shannon Gifford and Eula Adams
were excused.
Public Comments
 No comments were received before the regular meeting.
Comments of Individual Commissioners
 Commissioner Vasquez noted that transparency in government is not that easy to accomplish in rural
areas where the lack of broadband often prevents people from attending TC and other meetings
remotely.
 Commissioner Zink attended the Southwest Transportation Planning Region (TPR) meeting remotely.
She thinks her ability to attend public meetings and to talk to Region 3 Regional Transportation Director
(RTD) Mike McVaugh remotely is great.
 Commissioner Stuart expressed being very proud of CDOT for accomplishing necessary work while many
employees are working from home. She has attended several virtual meetings lately, and agreed with
Commissioner Vasquez that such meetings should be available to rural residents. On April 8, she was a
guest lecturer at the University of Denver School of Public Policy to discuss governance of CDOT and the
role of the TC. Several foreign students were interested in hearing that Commissioner Gary Beedy is a
farmer.
 Commissioner Stanton urged CDOT to move forward with highway projects classified as Category 2,
those SB 267 projects that have been awarded but await notices to proceed. He said it is good for the
public to see that projects are moving forward.
 Commissioner Gifford – No comments.
 Commissioner Halter commented that after quoting Abraham Lincoln during the Civil War, he reminded
us all to take care of ourselves. Tired and sick people do not make good decisions. Harder things are
ahead of us than before us.
 Commissioner Bracke appreciated all that CDOT and Gov. Jared Polis have done to try to keep people
safe. CDOT is serving as a role model for other organizations across the state. She also appreciates the
governor advocating for additional federal funding. The hard lessons learned during COVID-19 should
carry the state forward.
 Commissioner Beedy was glad to see the rebuilding of I-70 and the work on SH 71 south of Limon in the
midst of COVID-19. He noted it takes 2.5 years to bring food and fiber to the public after planting. It
takes industries a while to adjust after disruptions occur, and it is all tied back to the transportation
system to supply everything we need.
 Commissioner Hall explained that although she likes being able to participate in virtual meetings, they
are not the same as meetings in person. She also mentioned that a group of bikers planned to come
over the mountains to the Western Slope, and that CDOT did what it could to discourage such
discretionary trips. In her home county (Mesa), 35 residents went to the hospital for treatment of the



virus, and 30 have left. She praised Executive Director Shoshana Lew for her presentation earlier in the
day on the hard financial choices before the TC due to COVID-19.
Commissioner Thiebaut thanked CDOT Executive Direct, Shoshana Lew, and Gov. Jared Polis for all the
briefings about matters related to COVID-19.

Executive Director’s Report (Shoshana Lew)
 Executive Director Lew was unavailable to attend this portion of the meeting.
Chief Engineer’s Report (Steve Harelson)
 The Chief Engineer was unavailable to participate in the regular meeting.
High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE) Director’s Report (Nick Farber)
 HPTE Director was unavailable to attend this portion of the meeting.
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Colorado Division Administrator’s Report (John Cater)
 FWHA recently approved two Planning and Environmental Linkage studies, one on SH 66 in Boulder and
Weld counties and the other on I-25 from 20th Street to Santa Fe Drive.
 FHWA has been very involved with emergency responses, and is communicating with FWHA
headquarters and others about funding issues.
Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC) Report (STAC Chair, Vince Rogalski)
 At the April 10 meeting, Herman Stockinger gave a report on how CDOT is dealing with COVID-19.
 STAC received an update on the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act of March 27,
2020. Among many other things, the CARES Act directs that 90 percent of the money in the bill for
broadband should go to rural areas.
 The STAC discussed uncertainty about the availability of SB 267 state funds in the second year.
 Regarding the 2045 Statewide Plan, the STAC had a few corrections and a concern about the impact of
COVID-19 on transportation funding. Some thought the plan should point out some possible impacts.
 The STAC also reviewed the 2045 Transit Plan, which allocates $39.79 million to 57 transit agencies
across the state. David Krutsinger, CDOT Director of the Division of Transit and Rail, counseled against
using the Section 5311 formula for distribution of transit funds because it does not pertain to the larger
transit agencies.
 The next STAC meeting will be held on May 15, remotely.
Act on Consent Agenda – Resolutions 1, 2, and 4 passed unanimously on April 16, 2020. Resolution 3 was
pulled at the request of Commissioner Gary Beedy.
a. Temporary Resolution #1: Approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of March 19, 2020 (Herman Stockinger)
b. Temporary Resolution #2: IGA Approval >$750,000 (Rebecca White)
c. Temporary Resolution #3: Disposal: Hugo Rest Area US 40 (Parcel 1) (Heather Paddock) – Pulled at the
request of Commissioner Gary Beedy.
d. Temporary Resolution #4: Vail Pass BUILD proposal (Jeff Sudmeier)
Discuss and Act on Temporary Resolution #5, 10th Budget Supplement of FY 2020 (Jeff Sudmeier) – Passed
unanimously on April 16, 2020.
Discuss and Act on Temporary Resolution #6, 9th Budget Amendment of FY2020 (Jeff Sudmeier) – Passed
unanimously on April 16, 2020.
Discuss and Act on Temporary Resolution #7, HPTE Fee for Service Agreement (Nick Farber) – Passed
unanimously on April 16, 2020.


A revised scope of work will come back to the TC later for approval. The revised scope will reflect
changes related to the COVID-19 pandemic.



A commissioner noted that the signature page required a correction to include Governor Polis.

Discuss and Act on Temporary Resolution #8, Bridge Enterprise 2 – Passed unanimously on April 16, 2020.
This resolution, which was not discussed during the TC workshops, allocates more funds to design for two
bridges, one in Region 2 and one in Region 3. The amounts are:



$241,900 for CDOT Region 2
$139,600 for CDOT Region 3

Recognitions:



Recognitions, that can wait, will be withheld from the TC agenda, until the TC can meet in person.
Richard Zamora was announced as the new RTD for Region 2, taking the place of Karen Rowe.

Other Matters:


TC Chair Bill Thiebaut announced that Tuesday, April 21, is the date set for an additional TC briefing by
CDOT Executive Management.

The Transportation Commission (TC) Emergency Executive Management Briefing Meeting with an Executive
Session (closed to the public) were held on Tuesday, April 21, 2020. These emergency meetings were held
remotely in an abundance of caution due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Documents are posted at https://www.codot.gov/about/transportation-commission/meeting-agenda.html no
less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The documents are considered to be in draft form and for information
only until final action is taken by the Transportation Commission.

Transportation Commission Emergency Executive Management Briefing Meeting
Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 9:00 am – 10:30 am
Call to Order, Roll Call:
All eleven of the Commissioners were present: Commissioners Bill Thiebaut, Sidny Zink, Irv Halter, Shannon
Gifford, Gary Beedy, Kathleen Bracke, Barbara Vasquez, Donald Stanton, Kathy Hall, Karen Stuart, and Eula
Adams.


Commissioner Thiebaut commented that last Friday he with Commissioner Stuart had a conversation
with Jeff Sudmeier, CDOT Chief Financial Officer.
o The importance of honoring projects in progress was noted. Jeff Sudmeier was recognized and
thanked for the presentation pulled together quickly for today.
o Commissioner Thiebaut handed off presentation to CDOT Executive Director Lew.

Public Session: Budget and Project Update (Shoshana Lew)















Executive Director Lew explained that this meeting is to follow up on discussion last week on how CDOT
is to manage fiscal uncertainty.
Purpose is to discuss an immediate-term decisions that also preserves optionality.
State gas tax – the Highway Users Tax Fund (HUTF) is expected to decrease over the next few years, with
the steepest drop occurring currently. CDOT’s most recent estimate projects loss of at least $50 million
in HUTF revenue, if not more.
Nationwide, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) projects
declines of ~30% in state transportation revenues over the next 18 months (and much higher in some
states).
Near-term budget risk for next for years FY 2020-FY2023 is $500 million.
CDOT is also treating general funds as “at risk” for scenario planning purposes, given the extent of
overall state budget shortfalls (~$7 billion) that the Joint Budget Committee (JBC) will be balancing
against when the state legislature comes back to session.
Unfortunately, state and local fiscal aid is not included in the most recent Congressional package. While
Congress and the White House have indicated that they may take up state aid later, there will likely be
months of uncertainty about what that may look like.
The projected drops in gas tax revenues could get worse.
The FAST Act, pending its expiration, is anticipated to provide some amount of funding upon its
reauthorization.
In terms of the status of SB 267 certificates of payment (COPs) – there are some positive trends
appearing in California ($1.4 billion was issued in bonds) that is signaling a movement in markets. CDOT
is prepared to move forward after a May 12 revenue forecast is provided by the State Treasurer’s Office.
CDOT’s recommended approach is to plan for worst and work towards the best.
CDOT intends to quickly prepare to add work back in as revenues are more clearly understood. A key
goal to ensure CDOT does not overspend with uncertain revenues –establish a bare bones scenario for
expenditures in a way that maximizes independent utility, public benefit, and job creation of dollars, as
they become available.
Both FY 2021 work plan and programs will be reviewed and analyzed for potential delays or reductions
in scope of work to reduce expenditures.






The Worst Case Scenario assumes uncertainty beyond the SB 267 2nd tranche – This would mean that
only about $500 million of originally assumed $1.6 billion (which included several other funding sources
beyond SB 267) is available.
Principles for projects added back scenarios proposed include:
o Treatment of existing contracts and tentative obligations
o Geographic distribution/equity
o Ease vs. difficulty of projects in terms of shelving or delaying,
o Interdependencies of projects – opportunities to group/package projects for efficiency and
strategic project scoping.
o Timing of economic impact of projects
o Concentration and timing of major capital project starts
o Relationship to CDOT’s base program – potentially revisit Asset Management list and determine
how urgency is defined.
o Same principles would apply to the 10-year pipeline list. This list is still is a good plan and the
right plan. We will continue to work towards this plan as funding allows.
Jeff Sudmeier presented the summary slides with dollar amounts related to projects underway, projects
awaiting Notice to Proceed (NTP), and other federal grant funded projects.
o $400 million is the approximate amount of funds committed to for large corridor projects
already under contract. - $338.8 million, plus other awarded projects include $61.5 million
o Projects awaiting NTP total $ 78.5 million
o Projects with Federal Grant Funds total $52.5 million
o An overview of previous TC project approvals was provided.
o Commissioner Thiebaut expressed his appreciation for all the work that went into this analysis
and asked about the projects of the second tranche of the SB 267 bond if NTP can happen prior
to final issuance.
 Per Executive Director Lew, once the May forecast is released, CDOT can move forward
with what we learn from it prior to the final issuance and staff can Issue NTPs after that
for SB 267 funding.
o Commissioner Thiebaut commented that the worst-case scenario planning is a good approach
and that documenting principles for all project types is important.
o Several Commissioners thanked staff for compiling this information so thoroughly and quickly.
o Commissioner Thiebaut noted that SB 267 had a rural component to it. Some projects work had
happened and had stopped. Part of packet approved was to restart these projects. Some of
these projects are in Region 2. Previously, Commissioner Stanton brought up a demonstration of
good will on CDOT’s part is important, as communities would see CDOT delivering on projects,
and the TC has a moral obligation to come through on this.
o Commissioner Halter supported all the concepts for moving forward assuming the worst case
scenarios as it is the most responsible and conservative approach.
o Commissioner Bracke agreed with this approach. Having s criteria-based approach is right way
to proceed. It is also important to honor past commitments.
o Commissioner Stanton suggested adding to the principles on slide 11 to include a look at small
business, the impacts on their employees, and to consider adding back in smaller projects first
as a potential practice.
o Commissioner Stuart agreed with Commissioner Stanton. I-25 North segments are mega
projects, and the amount of dollars allocated to them is substantial. Making decisions, we
should consider more projects, more equitably distributing dollars among projects.
o Commissioner Vasquez agreed with other Commissioner comments. For I-25 North, we need to
understand what are the risks to not funding the out years in current the budget year, to allow
more flexibility to ensure geographical distribution of funding, but to also honor the
commitment to rural paving in this budget year.
o Executive Director Lew explained that for some segments of work under construction staff is
conducting analysis to determine if there are segments of work that can be put on hold for now.
Staff will l come back to the TC with a presentation on the key findings of this analysis, along
with specific scenarios to consider.
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Commissioner Beedy mentioned that he would like to see the results of I-25 North projects
analysis. With reduced petroleum prices, Commissioner Beedy asked if there was a way to
recapture savings on projects, to help other projects keep moving.
Steve Harelson, CDOT Chief Engineer, responded that a standard practice for projects includes a
cost adjustment for asphalt, and a fuel cost adjustment that contractors can elect at the time of
award. Currently most of the contractors are electing this with the market being erratic. When
prices are stable, they don’t elect this option.
Commissioner Hall asked if the Governor is supportive of moving forward with these projects.
They are a great opportunity for generating jobs.
 Executive Director Lew responded yes, the Governor is supportive of this. A letter to
Congress from him notes road work assisting with economic stimulus. There is support
for our plans; just finding the funds is the issue.
Commissioner Adams supported Commissioners Stanton and Stuart. Any support to small
business is important. This will be a multi-year problem. We should provide more economic
stimulus by supporting small businesses.
Commissioner Bracke noted the need to circle back to the core mission and guiding principles in
our plan. Important questions exist and not just about North I-25. We need to look at
geographic equity, but also recognize that I-25 North keeps 500 employees working and DBEs
are working on this project, also. There is a need to analyze projects more broadly than just
focusing on I-25 North. Also, consider benefits (return on investment [ROI]), pros and cons of
projects holistically and what results from changes in plans.
Commissioner Thiebaut noted the importance of being focused on establishing principles for our
response. SB 267 does require 25% going to rural areas of the state. Will hope to get consensus
on principles, once they are identified.
Executive Director Lew noted that the minimum package and base will meet the rural funding
requirements.
Commissioner Zink stressed that it is important how decisions are made and that it is easy for
the public to understand. We need to highlight the job creation potential, etc. Appreciate
concern for rural areas, and noted that the US 550 project is a rural project.
Commissioner Halter summarized what was heard and what he recommended. The TC
supported the way forward proposed. He noted that this plan is good, second the base we
commit to, with funds there, yes, and that for the other awarded projects, we need to move
forward with those. Limbo projects (those awaiting NTP) are primarily rural in nature and have
been awarded, wait until May to learn more and move forward for now. Will focus on helping
small companies. Not a lot of margin, but this will put us in a good position.
Commissioner Stanton appreciated Commissioner Halter’s sound approach, stressed DBEs need
consideration, and respected Commissioner Bracke comments for holistic approach, but hold
back on larger projects to spread out projects is a key consideration.
Executive Director Lew explained that the concept is to move forward with limbo projects after
May, the key question to answer is how to spread dollars from larger projects across the state.
Commissioner Stuart noted the importance of the economic benefit to support small companies
is to allow them to pay their employees. Suggested that staff consider this when assessing limbo
projects to bring/add back in. She appreciates Director Lew’s strategy.
Commissioner Bracke agreed with the proposed strategies, but stressed the need to standardize
terms, as too many were used here today. Need consistency and the comments sometimes are
unclear. We need to give staff time to conduct and report on the project analysis information.
Commissioner Thiebaut commented that if appropriate, conducting a meeting next week is a
possibility.
Executive Director Lew reiterated the next steps.
 TC comfortable with approach of worst-case base and add back projects as funding
becomes more clear.
 Projects already under construction we are to cover base funds, with the caveat to
analyze larger scope projects, like I-25 North, to check potential delay elements to free
up funds for other projects.




Conduct economic analysis on projects in terms of job impacts.
Wait until May forecast – to move forward with projects awaiting NTP.

Commissioner Thiebaut made a motion to proceed with a closed Executive Session. The motion passed
unanimously on April 21, 2020 for the TC to adjourn the public session and reconvene for an Executive
Session.
Executive Session (Closed to the Public): Report on Investigation of Recent Instance of External Fraud
Perpetrated Against CDOT

Engineering Contracts
2829 W. Howard Place, Ste. 339
Denver, CO 80204-2305

Memorandum
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Transportation Commission
Marci Gray & Lauren Cabot
April 30, 2020.
Intergovernmental Agreements over $750,000.00

Purpose:
Compliance with CRS §43-1-110(4) which requires intergovernmental agreements involving more
than $750,000 must have approval of the Commission to become effective. In order stay in compliance
with Colorado laws, approval is being sought for all intergovernmental agencies agreements over
$750,000 going forward.
Action:
CDOT seeks Commission approval for all IGAs contracts identified in the attached IGA Approved
Projects List each of which are greater than $750,000. CDOT seeks to have this approval extend to
all contributing agencies, all contracts, amendments and option letters that stem from the original
project except where there are substantial changes to the project and/or funding of the project.
Background:
CRS §43-1-110(4) was enacted in 1991 giving the Chief Engineer the authority to negotiate with local
governmental entities for intergovernmental agreements conditional on agreements over $750,000
are only effective with the approval of the commission.
Most contracts entered into with intergovernmental agencies involve pass through funds from the
federal government often with matching local funds and infrequently state money. Currently, CDOT
seeks to comply with the Colorado Revised Statutes and develop a process to streamline the process.
Next Steps:
Commision approval of the projects identified on the IGA Project List including all documents
necessary to further these projects except where there are substanial changes to the project and/or
funding which will need reapproval. Additionally, CDOT will present to the Commission on the
Consent Agenda every month listing all of the known projects identifying the region, owner of the
project, project number, total cost of the project, including a breakdown of the funding source and a
brief description of the project for their approval. CDOT will also present any IGA Contracts which
have already been executed if there has been any substantial changes to the project and/or funding.
Attachments:
IGA Approved Project List

2829 W. Howard Place Denver, CO 80204-2305 P 303.757.9011 www.codot.gov

May 2020- IGAs > $750,000
Project

Local Agency

21996

Fort Collins

23011

Contract Value Federal $

Local $

State $ Description

$2,660,912

$2,202,969

$457,943

$0 Timberline Road Widening

Greeley

$750,000

$0

$750,000

$0 US 34 & 35th Avenue

23013

Greeley

$750,000

$0

$750,000

$0 US 34 & 47th Avenue

23549

El Paso County

$1,416,580

$0

$1,416,580

23620

Palisade

$912,726

$0

23630

Fort Collins

$1,437,500

$750,000

$0 Charter Oak Ranch Road Construction at Fort
Carson Gate 19
$365,090 $547,726 Presented to TC as 23260 April. Palisade-US 6
MMOF
$437,500 $250,000 Laporte Avenue Fishback to Sunset

23631

Loveland

$1,906,250

$725,000

$681,250 $500,000 Boyd Lake Trail

23670

Town of Lake
City

$1,072,578

$0

$214,516 $858,062 Lake City 3rd St. Pedestrian and Drainage
Project MMOF

2829 W. Howard Place
Denver, CO 80204-2305

MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
STEPHEN HARELSON, P.E., CHIEF ENGINEER
MAY 14, 2020
DECLARATION OF EXCESS – PARCEL 216B

Purpose
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide the Transportation Commission with necessary supporting
documents including legal descriptions, maps and a resolution to declare Parcel 216B of CDOT Project #
NH-IRCX 025-3(109) Unit 2, Project Code 91032 as excess property.
Action
In accordance with Colorado Revised Statute 43-1-210(5), the Department of Transportation is
authorized, subject to approving resolution of the Transportation Commission, to dispose of any property
or interest therein in the manner specified in this section which, in the opinion of the Chief Engineer, is no
longer needed for transportation purposes. CDOT is requesting the Transportation Commission adopt a
resolution to declare Parcel 216B of CDOT Project # NH-IRCX 025-3(109) Unit 2, Project Code 91032
Exhibit A excess property and allow for its disposal.
Background
In October, 2016 the Transportation Commission approved resolution #TC-16-10-4, which gave CDOT
the authority to declare its maintenance site located on parcel 216CRev-EX (directly adjacent to Parcel
216B) as excess property pending negotiations with the Town of Frederick on an exchange agreement.
The exchange agreement would net CDOT a new property and new buildings for its maintenance needs.
In the time subsequent to the approval of the previous resolution, the Town of Frederick has designated
the Frederick Urban Renewal Authority (“FURA”) to act on its behalf in the exchange agreement. FURA
has now requested CDOT add the park and ride property located on the Parcel 216B to the exchange
agreement. CDOT Region 4 Transportation Director, Heather Paddock has approved the addition of the
park and ride to the exchange agreement. As a result, CDOT will obtain two additional acres of property
at the relocated maintenance site and a non-revocable license that will allow for the relocation of the 94
existing park and ride spaces, in a consolidated area, within the new FURA development. CDOT agreed
to several potential locations for the relocated park and ride spaces shown on the attached exhibit. FURA
is required to complete the construction of CDOT’s new maintenance facility and the parking spaces in
accordance with CDOT’s standards and specifications prior to the exchange being finalized.
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2829 West Howard Place 5th Floor, Denver, CO 80204

Next Steps
CDOT will execute the exchange agreement with FURA. Appraisals will be completed to ensure
CDOT will receive fair market value for its property and improvements in the exchange. FURA
will complete construction and relocation of the CDOT maintenance site and park and ride
spaces. CDOT will exchange parcels 216B and 216CRev-EX (previously approved by TC-1610-4) for a new maintenance facility and a license for 94 park and ride spaces within the new
FURA development.
Attachments
-

Legal description of Parcel 216B
Exhibit depicting Parcels 216B and 216CRev-EX
Exhibit depicting potential relocated park and ride license locations
Proposed Resolution
Draft Exchange Agreement (Available upon request)
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Exhibit “A”
Project Number NH-IRCX 025-3(109) Unit 2
Parcel Number: 216B
Project Code: 91032

Frederick Park & Ride Relocation Sites

Hotel
Conference
Center
Site

Wyndham Hill Site

FURA
Redevelopment
Site

Hwy 52
SW Site

600 ft

HWY 52
East Site

2829 W. Howard Place
Denver, CO 80204-2305

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
HERMAN STOCKINGER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR AND DIRECTOR OF POLICY
& GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
COLETTE DESONIER, DIRECTOR OF PROCUREMENT & BUSINESS
SERVICES AND CDOT PROCUREMENT OFFICIAL
April 29, 2020
REPEAL POLICY DIRECTIVE 3.0 “PROCUREMENT POLICY”

Purpose
To request the Transportation Commission’s approval to repeal Policy Directive 3.0
“Procurement Policy”.
Action
Approve the repeal of Policy Directive 3.0 “Procurement Policy”.
Background
Policy Directive 3.0 “Procurement Policy” was last updated March 21, 2013, and
established principles and standards necessary to govern the proper conduct of the
procurement function at the Colorado Department of Transportation. Policy Directive
3.0 “Procurement Policy” referenced Procedural Directive 3.1 “Procurement Violations
Process” which discussed the Procurement Violation process and Statutory Violation
process. Since 2013, the State Fiscal Rules and Procurement Code & Rules have been
modernized. Procedural Directive 3.1 “Procurement Violations” has been updated,
and Procedural Directive 3.2 “Statutory Violations” has been established to address
the updated State Fiscal Rules and Procurement Code & Rules. The updated
Procedural Directive 3.1 and the new Procedural Directive 3.2 clearly outline the
process for the two different types of violations. The updated Procedural Directive 3.1
and the new Procedural Directive 3.2 became effective December 10, 2019.
Next Steps
Staff is requesting the Transportation Commission approve the repeal of Policy
Directive 3.0. The Center for Procurement and Contract Services (CPCS) staff will
continue to monitor the Procurement function to ensure CDOT staff comply with State
Fiscal Rules and Procurement Code & Rules. If Procurement or Statutory Violations do
occur, CPCS staff will ensure the correct process is followed.
Attachments
Resolution
Policy Directive 3.0 (for repeal)

2829 W. Howard Place Denver, CO 80204-2305 P 303.757.9011 www.codot.gov

Maintenance Engineering
2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80204-2305

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION REQUEST
TO:
FROM:
CC:

Transportation Commission
John Lorme, Director of Maintenance & Operations
Herman Stockinger, Deputy Director and Director of Policy

DATE:
SUBJECT:

May 7, 2020
FY 20 Maintenance Project List

Purpose
The Maintenance Sections have identified projects valued at between $50,000 and
$150,000 for construction in FY 20. The resolution details additions to project locations,
type, and dollar value.
Action Requested
Per CRS 24-92-109, and PD 703.0 require CDOT to prepare estimates of proposed work
exceeding $50,000 up to $150,000 for Transportation Commission approval prior to
undertaking the work.
Background
The program allows the Maintenance Sections the flexibility to react to current needs by
treating individual segments of highway showing distress.
In May 2017, the Transportation Commission approved Resolution #TC-17-5-2 to provide
funding for the addition of truck pullouts along state highways. These facilities will
improve safety for mobile enforcement operations by Port-of-Entry and Colorado State
Patrol personnel. These project will be listed in the “other” category.
Sufficient funds exist within the appropriate MPA’s to pursue these projects. The projects
are in accordance with the directive and all other requirements. Division of Maintenance
& Operations recommends approval of the FY 20 over $50,000 project list.
Key Benefits
Approval of these projects will allow the Maintenance forces to proceed with these
projects ensuring the safety and mobility of the traveling public and enabling the
continuation of commerce along the state highway system.

2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor, Denver, CO 80204

Fiscal-Year-to-Date Percentage for Each Project Category
11%
6%

57%

27%

Machine Patch Overlay

Chip Seal

Mill & Fill Overlay

Other

Next Steps
Upon approval, the Maintenance forces will proceed with construction of these projects in
FY 20.
Attachments
Resolution for Transportation Commission Approval

2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor, Denver, CO 80204

Maintenance Engineering
2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80204-2305

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION REQUEST
TO:
FROM:
CC:

Transportation Commission
John Lorme, Director of Maintenance & Operations
Herman Stockinger, Deputy Director and Director of Policy

DATE:
SUBJECT:

May 7, 2020
FY 21 Maintenance Project List

Purpose
The Maintenance Sections have identified projects valued at between $50,000 and
$150,000 for construction in FY 21. The resolution details additions to project
locations, type, and dollar value.
Action Requested
Per CRS 24-92-109, and PD 703.0 require CDOT to prepare estimates of proposed work
exceeding $50,000 up to $150,000 for Transportation Commission approval prior to
undertaking the work.
Background
The program allows the Maintenance Sections the flexibility to react to current needs
by treating individual segments of highways showing distress.
In August 2017, the Transportation Commission approved funding to address MS4 water
quality work required by the EPA for high/medium priority drainage and paving issues
at CDOT maintenance facilities. Region 1 Maintenance Section 5 has prepared
estimates to perform the work. The work includes various drainage, asphalt and
concrete improvements. These projects will be listed in the “other” category.
In May 2017, the Transportation Commission approved Resolution #TC-17-5-2 to
provide funding for the addition of truck pullouts along state highways. These facilities
will improve safety for mobile enforcement operations by Port-of-Entry and Colorado
State Patrol personnel. These project will be listed in the “other” category.
Sufficient funds exist within the appropriate MPA’s to pursue these projects. The
projects are in accordance with the directive and all other requirements. The Division
of Maintenance & Operations recommends approval of the FY 21 over $50,000 project
list.

2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor, Denver, CO 80204

Key Benefits
Approval of these projects will allow the Maintenance forces to proceed with these
projects ensuring the safety and mobility of the traveling public and enabling the
continuation of commerce along the state highway system.

Fiscal-Year-to-Date Percentage for Each Project Category
5%

39%
36%

1%
Machine Patch Overlay

19%

Mill & Fill Overlay

Crack Fill

Chip Seal

Next Steps
Upon approval, the Maintenance forces will proceed with construction of these
projects in FY 21.
Attachments
Resolution for Transportation Commission Approval

2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor, Denver, CO 80204

Other

Division of Transit and Rail
2829 W. Howard Pl. 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80204

DATE:
TO:
FROM:

SUBJECT:

May 21, 2020
Transportation Commission
Sophie Shulman, Chief, Office of Innovative Mobility
David Krutsinger, Director, Division of Transit & Rail
Sharon Terranova, Planning Manager, Division of Transit & Rail
Northwest TPR / City of Craig Match Relief Request for SB 18-001 Multimodal Options Funds

Purpose
Consider approval of reducing City of Craig’s local match from 50% to 39%.
Action
Consent agenda approval requested.
Background
The City of Craig has a $508,535 sidewalk project to complete. The City of Craig has $200,000 of local funds to match
the $308,535 in Multimodal Options Funds (MMOF). This is a 39% match rate, whereas the MMOF rules require a 50%
match unless authorized by the CDOT Transportation Commission.
Details
Senate Bill 18-001 provided both highway and transit funds, $96.7 Million of which were assigned to a Multimodal
Options Fund (MMOF). Of That amount $2.5 Million were allocated to the Southwest Chief & Front Range Passenger
Rail Commission, $80.1 Million to be passed through to local governments for locally project selection, and $14.1
Million for CDOT uses.
Subsequently, TC Resolution 19-06-05 approved $993,003 of the $80.1 Million be provided to the Northwest
Transportation Planning Region (Northwest TPR). The Northwest TPR conducted a project selection process, resulting
in an award to the City of Craig in the amount of $308,535.
TC Resolution 19-06-05 also prescribed a process for requesting “match relief”, based on poverty or other
demonstrated need. The City of Craig, with 2018 data, and with the concurrence of the NW TPR meets the criteria
for match relief.
Next Steps
If the Transportation Commission approves, CDOT will move forward to contract the project for completion
Attachments
Resolution

lntermountain Transportation Planning Region
Bentley Henderson
Chair, lntermountain TPR
208 E. Lincoln Ave.
Breckenridge, CO 80424
2-28-2020
Bill Thiebaut, Chair, Colorado Transportation Commission
Members, Colorado Transportation Commission
c/o Herman Stockinger, Comm ission Secretary
Colorado Department of Transportation
2829 West Howard Place
Denver,

co 80204

Re: Multimodal Options Fund (MMOF) Match Reduction Request
Dear Chair Thiebaut and Members of the Transportation Commission:
The lntermountain TPR is send ing this letter to request the Transportation Commission's consideration
and approval to reduce the required match funding levels on The Town of Silt (Garfield County) 1-70
Interchange Ped/Bike Overpass and Upgrades Design Project, within our planning region.
At the meeting of the lntermountain Regional Planning Commission on January 19, 2020, the members
reviewed candidate MMOF projects and voted affirmatively to support reduction of the 50% match
funding level required in TC Resolution #TC-19-06-05 to the match funding levels proposed below:

Applicant

Town of Silt

Project Name

1-70 Exit 97, Bike/Ped
upgrade design proj.

Total Project

Requested

Matching

Match%

Cost

MMOF

Funds

requested

$152,807.50

37.9%

$ 403,199.50

$250,392

The project applicant is eligible to request match reduction based on having population below the
municipal (20,000) threshold outlined by the TC's MMOF match policy. Specifically,
•

The Town of Silt has a population of 3051, with a poverty rate of 10.98% or 1.02% below the
statewide mean

The project sponsor does not have a qualifying poverty rate at or above 12%, but has provided the
following evidence demonstrating extraordinary need or disadvantage that the lntermountain TPR
believes merits a reduced or eliminated match requirement.
•

Once constructed, the project will improve quality of life for Silt residents by enhancing mobility
throughout the Town for all modes of transportation, promoting physical activity, improving
access to parks and greenspace, and removing barriers to development of new businesses and
attractions. Removing barriers to prospective economic investment south of the interchange,
which is expected to generate $30 million in investment and bring 200 new jobs to the area.

The lntermountain TPR has determined it is in the best interest of our region to grant the match
reductions above and that the project sponsor is justified based on the TC's match requirements under
the MMOF program. We kindly request the TC's approval of this request.
Respectfully,

clerson
Chair, lntermountain TPR

231 N.

7th

Street/ P.O. Box 70 / Silt, CO 81652

Phone: 970-876-2353 / Fax: 970-876-2937

April 28, 2020
CDOT Representative(s),
It is the Town of Silt's understanding that we have already been awarded MMOF funds in the amount of $201,599.75 for
our Interchange Pedestrian Overpass Project. The amount was awarded by the Inter Mountain TPR during its January
17th quarterly meeting in Eagle, Colorado.
We have learned from Bentley Henderson, Inter Mountain TPR Chair, that COOT is requesting further explanation on
why the Town of Silt would have difficulty meeting the 50/50 match requirement.
The Town of Silt is eligible for a match reduction due to:
1. Economic disadvantage
2. The Town of Silt has a population of less than 50,000
The Town of Silt is economically disadvantage because:
1.

2.

For 2020 the Town of Silt's budget comprises of $3,134,186.00 in revenue, and expenditures of
$3,195,377.56. A negative difference of $61,191.56. Major factors that affected this deficit are:
A. Non-elected employee wages increased 2%, but all wages are still below Colorado median for
comparable positions.
B. A much-needed street overlay project with cost of $100,000 is planned.
C. Covid-19 impacts will result in loss of sales tax revenues
D. The Town pursued much needed replacements this year of computer hardware and security camera
system for Town buildings.
The Town of silt's poverty rate is 11% according to data USA.
https: //data usa. io/profi Ie/geo/silt-co

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Jeff Layman
Town Administrator, Town of Silt
231 North 7th Street
Silt, Co 81652
(970)-876-2353

www .townofsilt.org

